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Thefrequency
response
ofsound
pressure
andtopplatemobilityisstudied
aroundthetwofirstresonances
of
theguitar.Theseresonances
areshownto resultfroma coupling
between
thefundamental
topplatemodeand
the Helmholtzresonance
of thecavity.A simplemodelis proposed
for low-frequency
guitarfunction.The
modelpredictsfrequency
responce
of soundpressure
andtop platemobilitywhicharein closequantitative
agreement
withexperimental
responses.
The absolute
soundpressure
levelandmobilitylevelarepredicted
to
withina few decibels,
and the equivalentpistonareaof the top plateis determined.
All parameters
of this
modelcan directlybe derivedfrom measurements
of the frequencies
of the two first resonances
and of the
cavityHelmholtzresonance.
The Helmholtzresonance
is foundas the antiresonance
in the spectrumof top
plate mobility.
PALS numbers: 43.75.De

INTRODUCTION

The two lowest resonance frequencies of the guitar

occur at approximately 100 and 200 Hz. These resonances are found in all guitars and may vary in frequency in the typical ranges 90-120 Hz for the first
resonance

and 170-250

Hz for the second resonance.

Hologram interferometrie

studies of the guitar top

plate • have shownthat the second resonance correspondsin frequency to the lowest (fundamental)mode of
the top plate. The first resonance is found only in
complete instruments, i.e., when a cavity enclosure
is added to the top plate. It is therefore related to the
Helmholtz

resonance

of the guitar

cavity.

The open strings on the guitar are tuned at E2(82.4 Hz)
for the lowest'and at E4(329.6Hz) for the highest
pitched string. The response of the instrument in the
frequency range of the two first resonances is therefore important for the musical quality of the instru-

ment.2 For the violin family, Hutchinss has shown the
importance of the two lowest resonances, "air" and
"main wood," in determining the musical properties of

correctly describes the variation with frequency of the
sound pressure level and the top-plate mobility level.
Furthermore,
the absolute value of these quantities
are predicted to within a few decibels.
I. METHODS

AND RESULTS

A. Experimental procedure
All measurements were performed in an anechoic
chamber. The guitar was usually mounted horizontally
on a pad of reekwool to prevent vibrations of the back.
In a few cases, the guitar was mounted with the back
free to oscillate on three soft plastic foam blocks, one
under the neck and two placed symmetrically under the
edges of the guitar at the lower bout. The exciter used
was made of a small loudspeaker with the membrane
removed.

The mass of the exciter

should be small

to

avoid mass leading of the top plate if true resonance
frequencies are wanted. Also, the losses of the exciter
should

be small

to avoid

errors

in measurement

in the

vicinity of resonances.

the complete instrument, and she has used the scaling

The lowest vibration mode of the guitar is symmetri-

properties of these resonances with instrument size to
construct a new family of violins. We have therefore
found it worthwhile to study the guitar in the frequency

cal and essentially all top plate movement takes place
in the lower bout of the guitar. z The second top plate

range of the two lowest resonances.

In this work we consider the frequency response of

the sound pressure and of the top plate mobility (mech-

anical admittance)'
of the guitar in the rangeof the two
first resonance frequencies.

The coupling between the

Helmholtzresonanceandthe top plate fundamental
resonance

is investigated

and the relation

between these

resonances and the first two resonances of the guitar
is given.

'

A simple model is presented for this system of
coupled oscillators on the basis of Newtontan equations

of motion. All parameters of the model are determined
experimentally.
In spite of its simplicity, the model
758
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mode occurs usually at 240-300 Hz and consists of an
antisymmetrical vibration of the two halves of the top
plate in the lower bout. The guitar was excited at the
center of the bridge to avoid significant contribution
from the second top plate mode. A B &K heterodyne
analyzer, type 2010, supplied the signal to the exciter
through a power amplifier and measured the signal
from either microphone or accelerometer.
Frequency
was swept in the range 60-300 Hz and output eontinously
recorded on a B &K type 2307 recorder. The microphone, B&K type 4117, was placed 2 m above a point
on the top plate between the soundhole and bridge. This
distance is sufficiently large to insure that the far field
from the instrument is measured in the frequency
range studied. The aceelerometer, B &K type 4344,

0001-4966/80/090758-09500.80
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was mountedas close as possible to the exciting point
at the center of the bridge. In order to measure force,
a B &K force transducer, type 8200, was used. The
force was kept constant at about 0.2 N by means of a
compression loop to the2010 analyzer. The force transducer adds a mass load of 21 g to the top plate which
changes the resonances of the guitar. The force transducer was therefore only used in studies concerning the
general physical behavior of the guitar.

Usually, it is fairly easy to measure resonance frequencies of mobility or radiation. However, when measurements are to be compared with theoretical predictions, much care is needed to eliminate minor artifactual resonances stemming from mounting of guitar or
transducer. This is particularly important because

the mobility and sound pressure levels vary some 40
dB in the frequency range studied.

B. Experimental study of the two first resonance•
The purpose of the experiments reported in this section is to study the relation between the first two reso-

nances of the guitar, denotedf_ and f+, and the Helmholtz (cavity) and the fundamentaltop plate resonances.
This can be done by selectively changing either the top
plate resonance frequency or the Helmholtz resonance
frequency and observing the effect of this on the two
first resonances. The top plate resonance frequency
was changed by mass loading the top plate with weights

(20-50 g) placed next to the point of excitation. The
Helmholtz resonance frequency was changedby placing
a "collar"

into the soundhole.

The collar

In Fig. 1 are shown spectra of top plate mobility and
of corresponding sound pressure level for a guitar. The
upper set of curves represent the normal situation. The

soundpressure showsthe two first resonancesat f_
= 103 Hz and at.f+ = 198 Hz. The top plate mobility displays resonances at the same frequencies but shows
also

an antiresonance

between

the first

and second

reso-

nance at 126.5 Hz. When the top plate frequency is
lowered by mass loading with 39.3 g, the first two resonancesmove to f_=100.5 Hz andf+ =173 Hz, but the
antiresonance stays at the same frequency. Although the
shift of resonance frequencies in this experiment is
most pronounced for the second resonance, the shift
of 2.5 Hz to lower frequencies of the first resonance
is significant.
A similar shift was observed on four
other guitars. The fact that both resonances shift when
the top plate frequency is lowered Shows that the first
and second resonances are coupled. When the Helm-

holtz frequency is lowered (third set of curves of Fig. 1)
the first resonance moves to f_ = 87 Hz, the second to
f+ =196 Hz, and the antiresonance is lowered to 110.5
Hz. The effect, of changing the Helmholtz resonance is
thus most markedly on the first resonance although
there is a significant frequency shift of the second resonance

too.

The antiresoaanee is thus changed when the Helmholtz
resonance is changed and remains unchanged when the
top plate resonance is changed. It is thus clear that this
antiresonance represents the Helmholtz resonance. We

shall accordinglydenotethe antiresonancefrequencyby

was made of

a strip of cardboard which was formed into the shape
of a cylinder 3-4 cm high, fitting the soundhole. In this
way, the effective length of the air volume in the soundhole is increased without modifying soundhole diameter
or cavity volume. This leads to a lowering of the Helmholtz resonance frequency.

The first two resonances of the guitar are thus shown
to be a result

of the interaction

of the Helmholtz

reso-

nance and the fundamental top plate resonance. For a
pure Helmholtz resonator, the air piston in the orifice
oscillates against the stiffness of the air in the cavity.

In the guitar, the top plate vibration results in small

FIG. 1. The effect of specific
changes in top plate resongnce

frequency and in Helmholtz frequency on mobility level of top
plate (left panel) and sound pressure level (right panel). Mobility
level is defined as 20 log (mobil-

ity/reference mobility). The
four sets of curves represent, in

order. from top to bottom (1) norreal guitar; (2) top plate loaded
with 39.3 g; (3) "collar" inserted

tU

in soundhole; (4) soundholeplugged with wooden disk. Curves
are displaoed 25 dB for clarity.

The horizontal lines through (the
lower part of) each curve represent in the left panel a mobility

level of --45 dB •'e 1 mN4s'1, and
in the right panel a sound pressure level of 55 dB, measured 2
100

200

FREQUENCY (Hz)
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Top plate

periodic variations in cavity volume which leads to

periodiccompressionof the air in the cavity. The
pressurevariationsin th• cavitywill in turn excitethe

Soundhole

AtFmpSr-•q
t.,

air piston in the soundholeso that a coupling is established between the top plate resonance and the Helmholtz resonance.

If the soundhole is plugged, as shown

in the lower set of curve• in Fig. 1, the Helmholtz
resonance disappears and the pure uncoupled top plate

resonance,fp, is seen. This resonanceoccursin the
present guitar at 184 Hz. It should be noted that this
frequency represents the resonance of the top plate
with the stiffness of the air in the cavity added. The

FIG. 2. Simplified model for guitar function at low frequencies. The top plate is replaced by a piston of equivalent area

A andmass too, connectedto a springof stiffnesskp. The
Helrnholtz resonator is modeled as s.nair piston of mass ma,
oscillating against the stiffness of the air in the cavity.

resonancefrequencyof the top plate withoutcavity,

is lessthan./p.It is, however,noteworthy
thatthe
interaction in the guitar takes place between the Helmholtz resonance and the resonance of the top plate
backed by the cavity.
Thus the net result is, that the uncoupled resonances,

bout of the guitar. This continuous system is in the
present model replaced by a simple harmonic oscilla-

tor consistingof a plate of mass rn• and pistonarea A,
together with a spring of stiffness k•. The resonance
frequency of the top plate without any cavity is there-

at frequencies./• = 126.5 Hz andf• = 184 Hz, interact to

fore co>.
o=(k•/rn•)x/2. Clearly, boththemassandthe

result

area of the oscillator must be thought of as equivalent
values which will have to be defined from experiments.
The top plate is acted upon by a harmonically varying
force F which in the experiments is supplied by the

in the first

and second resonance

at 103 and 198

Hz. It is a general result from the theory of coupled
oscillators, to be developed for the guitar in the following section, that the square sum of the resonance frequencies in the coupled system equals the square sum
of resonance frequencies

in the uncoupled system,

i.e.,

exciter.

The

Hetmholtz

resonator

consists

of an air

piston of mass m• in the soundhole oscillating against
the stiffness of the air in the cavity. The bottom of the
guitar is in this analysis assumed to be rigid. Basical-

Taking the values of f_, f., and f• from the upper mobil-

ly, this system acts as a reflex enclosure?'? The sym-

ity spectrum of Fig. 1, we calculate fp=183 Hz, in

bols used in the following are explained in Table I.

a•reement with the observed value on the plugged guitar.

B. Derivation of the physicalmodel

The Helmholtz frequency for the present guitar is
126.5 Hz. For other guitars we found values in the
range 122-135 Hz. The frequency predicted on the
basis

of a volume

of 13 liters

and a soundhole

The position of the top plate at a given time is x•,

diameter

of 88 mm is 142 Hz. It has been shown, that in actual
guitar-shaped cavities, the Helmholtz frequency depends also on the position of the soundhole in the gui-

tar 4 and on the height of the sides? In a normal guitar,
both effects

tend to lower

the Helmholtz

resonance

re-

lative to the one predicted from volume and soundhole
diameter.

The occurrence of a coupling between Helmholtz and

the first top plate resonance was first realized by

Meyer, 4 wh_omeasured the resonancefrequency of the
dismounted top plate and of the rigid wall cavity and
compared these with the two first resonances in the
assembled instrument. The approach presented here
has the advantage that the Helmholtz frequency can be
determined on the complete instrument from a measurement of the top plate velocity.

relative

values for outward movement. The corresponding change

in the volume of the cavity on Fig. 2 is AV=Ax•,+Sx•.
For adiabatic compression, the resulting change in
cavity pressure is Ap =-/•/xV, where we define

v =cp/v.
This pressure excerts a force on the two oscillators of
/lAp and S•p. Thus a displacement of one oscillator
induces a change in cavity pressure which gives rise to
a force on the other oscillator.
This basically explains
the coupling between the first top plate resonance and
the Helmholtz

II. SIMPLIFIEDMODELFOR LOW-FREQUENCY
FUNCTION

A. Basic assumptions
The simplified model for guitar function in the frequency region around the two first resonances is shown
in Fig. 2. It is obvious from the figure, that many
simplifying assumptions have been made. The funda-

mental top plate mode in a real guitar is characterized
by a symmetrical variation of amplitude over the lower
760
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resonance.

In order to calculate the pres-

sure Ap correctly, the volume displacement x•A should
equal the actual volume displacement

produced by the

top plate. If we let xp represent the maximum displacement at the center of the bridge, .4 wilt accordingly be
smaller

GUITAR

to its equilibrium position and the position of

the air piston is %. Both of these are assigned positive

guitar.

than

the

actual

area

of the

lower

bout

of the

We can now write the equations of motion for

the two oscillators

as:

m•,J•,
=F - ko%,- Rpke+AAp,
where R• and R• are the resistances to motion of the
plate and air piston. For the real guitar the equivalent
area in the term AAp might not exactly equal the area
giving the correct volume displacement. For the sake
of simplicity, we shall only use one symbol for the
O. Christensenand B. B. Vistisen: Low-frequencygqitar function
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TABLE I. Symbolexplanation. The general symbol for frequencyisf and correspondingangular
frequencyis co. The upper part of the table are experimentally observablequantities, the lower
part are modelparameterswhichare derived from these. Quantitiesmarked with ß can be derived
from unmarked quantities. Top plate resonance refers to the fundamental, or first vibrational mode
of the top plate.

Symbol

Unit

De scription
Observable quantities

C

ms '1

sound
velocityin air, 343.3ms'4

p

kgm -3

densityof air, 1.205 kgm-3

F

N

force

f.

S-1

first resonance frequency of guitar

of excitation

second resonance frequency of guitar
Helmholtz resonance frequency of
guitar cavity

xp,x•*

m

displacement of top plate and air piston

Up,Us*

mS-1

velocity of top plate and air piston

p

Nm '•

sound pressure at distance R from guitar;

sound pressure level, re 20 #Pa is given in decibels.
distance from guitar top plate to microphone

R

m

#,

Nm-5

proportionality constant between changes
in volume and pressure, Ap =# AV

Ap*

Nm '2

adiabatic change in cavity pressure due to
movement of top plate and air piston.

mp.

kg

equivalent top plate mass

rad s '1

damping coefficients atf.

volume of guitar cavity

quality factors at f_ and.t•

Q-,Q+
•-, •+*

andf+

Model pa•,ameters
s-1

top plate resonance frequency in
uncoupled system
resonance frequency of free top plate
coupling frequency

resonancefrequencyof top plate as acoustically
suspendedmembrane in guitar cavity
with soundhole closed, i.e., value of

fp ifk=0.

k•,

Nm't

stiffness of top plate

A

m:

equivalent piston area of top plate.
area

of soundhole

m•*

kg

mass of air piston in soundhole

a*

Nm '1

stiffness constant for coupling between

N sm't

resistance to movement of top plate and

top plate and Helmholtz oscillators, cz=gAS

R;, R•

air piston in uncoupled system.

Y•,'Ya*

t•d s'1

dampingcoefficientsof top plate andair
pistonin uncoupled
system,Tt,=R•/rnt,and

equivalent area. When in th• abov• aqtmtiong wa inRort

Ths last term in these equations gives the coupling be-

ap =-p. (x•A+ x,S) the followingresult is obtained:

tween the two oscillators. The coupling can be expressed in terms of a coupling constant of the same dimension as a spring constant

781

rnt•t,=F - xo(k
t,+p.A
2)- Rt,.k
• - pSAx,,

(la)

m•.•a=-p.S2x, - aa.k
a- p.SAxt}
.

(lb)

J.Acoust.
Soc.Am.,Vol.68,No.3, September
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It is seen from Eq. (la) that the plate resonance in the
closed cavity (S=0) is

first and second resonances can, after some lengthy
but trivial calculations, be shown to be given by

% =[(k•+•a:)/m,] "• .
For zero spring constant, the plate frequency would be

% =(•A:/m•)":

¾.=[(1 +G)/2C]{¾,+[(O- I)/(G + 1)})%},

(10a)

y_=[(1+G)/2G]{y,,+[(G- 1)/(G+1)]y•,},

(10b)

C -(w+- w_)/(% - w•.).

(3)

which is •e resonancefrequency of an acoustically

- (10c)

Thus the coupling between the two oscillators is reflected as a coupling between the losses at the two first

s•nded
membrane closing a cavity of volume V. The
relation 6etween these frequencies M

resonances.

In order

s; =sL

to calculate

the farfield

of the radiated

sound pressure from the guitar, we note that in the
frequency range of interest here, the wavelength of the
sound is considerably larger than the typical dimensions

whereS•.ois the topplate resonancemeasuredwithout
cavity.

of the lower bout of the guitar.

With the plateclam•d (• =0), Eq. (lb) •ives the

It is therefore

reason-

able to approximate the acoustical radiation with that

Helmholtz resonance frequency

• = (• •/•.)":.

from a simple source.

(5)

The sound pressure at distance

R from a simple source radiating in 4•r solid angle is

• the effective leng• of the air oscillating in the soundhole • left, one obtains •e •1
relation

p =-iwpU/4•rR,
where U is the total volume velocity of the source.

% = c(S/W

In

the present case, both top plate and the air in the soundhole contribute to the volume displacement so that

To solve Eqs. (1) for a harmonically varying force,

U =Au•+Su•. WhenthevelocitiesfromEqs. (6) are

we let F-Fexp(i•t) and simil•ly for x, and x.. From
Eq. (lb) we then express x• in terms of x, and substitute

inserted in this equation, one obtains for the sound
pressure:

this relation into Eq. (la). Since we are more interes•d

p =-(i/4,0(p/R)(A/m•)r(•4//)).

in •e velocities • and • of the plate and the air piston

we statetheresultsfor these, usingy• =R•/m• and
•. =R./m•:

Both plate velocity (mobility) and the soundpressure

u•=iw(F/m•)•(w•-•) +i•o]/D} ,

(6a)

u, = -iw(F/mo)(A/S)(•[/D) ,

(6b)

show the two resonances at f_ andf.. However, for the
top plate mobility, there is an antiresonance between
the first two resonances. This agrees with the experi-

mental findings of Fig. 1. At frequencies less than f•,

the two oscillatorsmove180ø out of phase[Eqs. (6)] in

where the denominator (D) is given by

In •e following we make the •1
assumption •at
losses are so small •at they do not influence the resonance frequencies. The reso•nees
of the system oec•

such a manner that the volume displaced by the top plate
is short circuited through the soundhole. This gives
rise to a rapid decline of sound pressure towards low
frequencies in agreement with experiment.
The top
plate and air piston have opposite phases below the
Helmholtz resonance. Above this resonance,, they have
the same phase and in this way the guitar acts as a
reflex enclosure. Over the whole frequency range, the

when •e

fractional

D =(w•- • +i•)(w•-

•: +i•)-

•.

(6c)

Here, the couplingfrequency w•a is given by

•=a•/m•m._

2•

(•)

denominator

contributions

of the two oscillators

to the

soundpressure vary as (f•/f•- 1) for the top plate and
as -f•/f• for the soundhole
[Eqs. (6)]. The soundhole
• zero. ßThis hap•ns at the frequencies •_ and
the f•st and second resonances of the guitar,. which
are given by

o•- •(• +o•)* •[(• - •)

+4w•]xl:.

AS a aorollar? to thB relation,

as antielated

ß e aoapling, •

of the instrument

•e observe •at

in the peeeeeding •egtio•.

aan •

D =(w• - •' +i•.)(•L•he damping e•ffi•ients
762

lower frequencies.

A• • result

phn•e •hift of

180ø at f_ and another shift of 180ø back to the previous
value at f• as shown in Fig. 5.

is smaller tha• f• a• j+ is larger than

piston moves in phase wi•
and at f., in anti•ase.
denomi•tor

towards

The top plate exhibits a eharaeterigtie

f•. The •?siaa[ reaso• [or his is •at at]_, the

The

gives the major contribution at low frequencies and the
top plate dominates in the high frequency range. The
presence of the Helmholtz resonance below the first
top plate resonance thus significantly extends the range

the bae•ide
•itten

oI •e

top plate

as

& +i•_).
?_ •d

?+, which aggl? to •e

J. Acoust.Soc.Ar•, Voh 68, No. 3, September
1980

C. Evaluation of model parametersfrom experiment
In this section we show how the parameters introduced in the preceeding section can be evaluated from
experimental data. The most important input data are
the frequencies of the two first resonances and the
Helmholtz resonance, all of which can be obtained from
measurement of top plate mobility.

O. Christensen
andB. B. Vistisen:Lo•frequencyguitarfunction
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We start by assumingknownvaluesoff_, f•, andf,.
Thenf• canbe foundfrom Eq. (9) andthe couplingfrequencyf• can be foundfrom Eq. (8). Relation (7) is

malizedplatefrequency
f•' withcoupling
frequency
ratio
f•'• as parameter.For zero coupling
frequency
ratio,
oneobtains
f+'=f•' andf' =1 whichis represented
by

then used to find the frequency f• from which Eq. (4)
yields the free top plate frequencyf•.o.

the two straight lines in the figure. When f• differs
from zero, the resultant frequencies are f+, which is
always larger than f• and f_, which is always smaller
than f•. As a .result of the coupling, the degeneracy at

Theequivalent
topplatemassmt is determined
by
observing the change in f• when the top plate is loaded
with a known mass (cf. Fig. 1) and subsequent use of
Eq. (2). In the present experiments, the mass load is

f• =f• is removed so that for all instruments one should
observer_, f•, and f. in the mobility spectrum. A plot

similar to Fig. 3 wasusedby fkgren
9 andby Meyer?

placed close to the exciter and velocity transducer at
the center of the bridge. This procedure is common
practice and has been used on instruments

The latter author showhoweverf_ =0 andf+=f• at f• =0
which is in contradiction to the present findings. This
has, however, little consequence for normal instru-

of the violin

family? Whenm• is known,the topplatestiffnesscan

ments for whichf•>fm.

be calculatedfrom the value of f•.o- Usually, mass calculations are based on the variation of f. with load

In Fig. 3 are also shown experimentally obtained

(rather thanf•). Suchcalculationsincludethe coupling
between the two oscillators.

This

valuesfor)j, f' versusf•. Thesmalldotsin thefig-

leads to an over-

ure are data from Meyer.• These data represent 10

estimateof m• for guitars of typically 30ø•.

different guitar top plates which were gradually stiflened by adding transverse bars and fan bracing. This
gives a total of 54 "different" top plates which were
measured in a cavity with f• = 139 Hz. Twenty-nine of
these plates were also measured in a cavity with fm
= 125.6 Hz, yielding a total of 83 sets of data points.

The equivalent piston area A can now be determined

from the calculatedvalueof f, [Eq. (3)] togetherwith
the measured value of the cavity volume. As mentioned
in the last section, there are for an actual instrument
two, in principle different, equivalent areas. The first
is the area that gives the correct volume displacement,

It is seen from the figure that the coupling frequency

Axe. The secondis the one that gives the correct force

ratiof• variesfromabout0.7 to 0.9 for theinstruments

.4Ap. The equivalent piston area determined from Eq.
(3) is the mean proportional between these.

studied. Apparently, the coupling increases with increasing top plate frequency. Notice that the coupling
between the two oscillators is strong so that the resultant resonance frequencies deviate significantly from
the original ones.

In this way, all parameters determining the response .
of the guitar are known with the exception of the damping
coefficients 7. and 3'-. 3'- can be found from measurement of the frequency difference Af_ between the 3-dB
limits of the first resonance in the sound pressure

level using¾_= 2•rAf_. Similarly for 7., routaris
mutand/s. Furthermore, 74is obtainedfrom 7. and7by invertingthe relations(10). 7• is usedin the nomi-

In order to make the reader familiar with typical
orders of magnitude, we take a characteristic example.

Assume that/_=100 Hz, f•=123 Hz, and f+=214 Hz.
Using the procedure described in the preceeding section

nator of the plate mobility.
Instead of using damping coefficients, we use in the

2

nextsectionthe qualityfactors, i.e., Q_=f_/Af_ in accordance with common practice.
III.

COMPARISON

BETWEEN EXPERIMENT

AND

THEORY

A. Information
frommeasurements
of f_, fh,andf+
In this section, we shall assess some typical values
of the parameters determining the instrument response.
The most important result of the last chapter is that
the first top plate resonance and the Helmholtz reso-

nance form a pair of coupled harmonic oscillators. As
a result of this coupling, the resonance frequencies
are

shifted

nances

to what become

of the instrument.

the first

and second

The relation

between

reso-

o

the two

FIG, 3. The two first resonancefrequenciesf, (upperset of

represent this relation graphically it is convenient to
normalize all frequencies in Eq. (8) by fh. Using
dashed variables for normalized frequencies, this

1):

1,2.

plate resonance.frequency, fp. All frequentres are normahzed
with respect to the Helmholtz frequency• fa- The curves are
theoretical values of f. andf_ with couplingfrequencyratio.

(12)

In Fig. 3 we haveshownf+' andf_•as functionsof nor763

curves) andf_ (lower set of curves) plotted as functionof top

becomes

f,': =«(f/: +l),
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i

f,/f•

sets of frequencies is given in Ec/. (8). In order to

relation

I

ft.a/fa,asparameter.Thelargepointsare experimental
frequencies from the present work, the small points are experi-

mentaldataby Meyer.4
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we calculatef•=201.7 Hz, f•=112 Hz, f•.o = 174 Hz,

dB

and f, -- 102 Hz. Values of top plate equivalent mass are
from 60 to ll0 g as determined on four guitars.
a value of 80 g and a cavity volume of 13 liters,

Taking
we

calculatek>= 1.3x 105N/m andan equivalentpiston
area of A TM
550 cm2. On two classic guitars we measured a total top plate area of 1400 cm2 for both. The
areas in the lower bout of the instrument,

delimited

by

the transverse bar, were 865 and 900 cm2, respectively. Although caution should be taken against a too
literal interpretation of equivalent mass and piston
area, it is rather satisfying to be able to calculate a
reasonable piston area on the basis of data of so simple

I I i I I I I I I I I I
I00

200

Hz

200

Hz

a nature.

The sound pressure from an instrument is directly

proportional
to A/m•. The coupling
frequency
f•, as
well as •he frequency f,, increase with the s•ze of the

ratio A•/m>. Onecan from theserelationsdraw the
conclusion that a good instrument is characterized by
a large coupling. Since the Helmholtz frequency usually
does not vary much from instrument to instrument,
this leads to the rough conclusion, that good instru-

ments have rather low values off_. For the most highly
appreciated instruments we have studied, this frequency was found in the range 92-102 Hz. It should of
course not be forgotten that good instruments are characterized not only by their performance at low frequencies.

B. Frequency variation of mobility level and sound
pressurelevel
In Fig. 4 is shown experimental data for variation of
top plate mobility and sound pressure level versus frequency. Also shown are theoretical points based on

Eqs. (6a) and (11). The only data used in this calculation are f_, f•,, f+, Q,, Q_, and mo together with the
cavity volume V. Both for mobility and for sound pressure level, the theoretical predictions show a frequency variation in neat accordance with the measured
spectra. The same parameters were used to calculate

mobility and sound pressure level (SPL). Notice that
the absolute value for mobility and SPL is calculated in
the figure.

A correspondante between experimental findings and
theoretical expectations as it is presented in Fig. 4 was
obtained for all guitars investigated. If we include experiments with variation of top plate and Helmholtz
frequencies, a total of about ten experiments have been
compared with theoretical calculations. The fit in Fig.
4 is representative for the agreement between theory
and experiments.
Below

the first

resonance

and above

the second

resonance, deviations between theory and experiment
occur. At low frequencies, this can be attributed to
contributions from resonances in the mechanical sup-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ioo

FIG. 4. Comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions of sound pressure level and top-plate mobility level. The points are calculated frequency responses.
The data used in the calculation of both responses are: f. = 104

Hz, fa=127 Hz, f.=219 Hz, rng=112g, Q_=29.0, and 0_.=25.8.
The sound pressure level was calculated at 2 m distance from
the guitar top plate in response to a force of 0.2 N. Notice
that

absolute

levels

are calculated.

since the first and second top plate resonances oscillate
out of phase at frequencies between the resonances.
Usually, a contribution to the sound pressure from the
second top plate mode is rather small since this resonance acts as a dipole.

The best frequency region to compare theory and

experiment is betweenfa and f+. Both for SPL and
mobility, there is a 80-100 Hz region where the spectra
in practice are independent of the losses. This allows
us to compare absolute values of experimental data with
theory. The result of such a comparison is that the absolute level of sound pressure is correctly determined
but the mobility level is overestimated by 2-4 dB.
Notice that the experimental mobility represents the
maximum
plate.

mobili•;y measured at antinode of the top

The significance of this is that the top plate equivalent
mass seems to be underestimated by 2-4 dB but that
the ratio of equivalent

area to mass seems to be cor-

rectly estimated by the procedure described in See. II C.

port for guitar or exciter. Above the second resonance,
deviations between theory and experiment can be attributed to the second top plate resonance, which on

In Fig. 5 is shown the phase of the top plate mobility.
The guitar is the same as shown in Fig. 4 but the measurement was performed three months before the one

Fig. 4 is seen around 280 Hz. Due to this resonance,
the measured mobility is smaller than that calculated

phase exhibits a drastic 180ø changebetweenf_ andfk
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PHASE of plate velocity

at f_ are nonzero. For the numerical example in Sec.
II one would get Q_ = 56 if Q+ is chosen as 20.

•0 ø

The losses are partly radiation losses and partly

internal losses. The radiation resistance Rtadfor a
piston of area A, is

R ,• = •/2pAa/c
which is valid for a simple source radiating in 4• solid

angle. Usingthe relation(5) to obtainS•/m• fromf•
andtherelation(3)toobtainA•/m• fromf•, theQvalues

FIG. 5. Frequency variation of phase of top plate velocity relative to exciting force. Points are experimental data and the
curve is calculated from theory. The data used in the calcula-

due to r•iation

tion are: f.=102 Hz, fh=124 Hz, f,=214 Hz, Q.=29.0, andQ,
=25.8.

Q•: ca/2v
2Vf•f2.

(15b)

q•lity

The resonance frequencies in Fig. 5 differ 2-4 Hz from
the ones in Fig. 4. Such variations were commonly
observed and presumably reflect changes in the instruenvironmental

05a)

Hz, f•=201.7 Hz, f•= 102•,

sible aroundfh due to the very small signal level here.

with

Q. =c/2.vf2

If we insert typical values in these equations(f• = 123

as predicted by theory. Measurements were not pos-

ment

losses at A and f• can be found to be

andV= 13 liter)we get lhe

factors Q due to pure radiation losses to be Q•

=85.2 and Q• =75.5. It appears thus, that about one
third

to one fourth

tributed

conditions.

of the observed

•o radMtion

can be a•-

The minimum sound pressure level between the resonances can be •ed to eval•te
experimental figures for
ß e ratio of equivalent piston area to equivalent mass

The change in phase between f_ and fh is perhaps the
most direct experimental evidence for the existence of
a coupling between the top plate and Helmholtz reso-

[cf. Eq. (14)]. This ratio is d•ectly pro•rtional to

nances.

the output from the i•trument

Determination of the quality factor Q can be performed by measurement of 3-dB limits of the resonance in the sound pressure spectrum. We have, however, used a methodbased on measurement of the peak
sound pressure level relative to the minimum between

as low frequencies. The

meanfor nineguitarsis A/m• =8.6•3.7 cm:/g. The
highest figure is 14.8 and the lowest is 1.9. It is our
opinion, that the first guitar is far better than •e
second in the low range, i.e., up to about 300 Hz. A
high ratio can in principle be ob•ined by using a •in
top plate, but this in turn lowers the frequencies of the
higher top plate modes which determine the treble
response. The three highest rated instr•ents
have

the first two resonances. Algebraic manipulations with

Eq. (11) showthat the frequencyat the minimum,fm•,'
is given by

f•i•= 2f,2fz_/(f• +f•),

losses

losses.

A/m• ratios of 8.4 to 11.2 whichprobablycanbe taken

(13)

as a practical

compromise.

and that the sound pressure here is

ipA.

4f,f _

P"•=F
•-•Rm•,(f,z

(14)

IV.

DISCUSSION

It has been shown in Sec. IF[, that the simple model

from the experimentalvalue of Pm•given in Eq. (14) so

developed in Sec. rl satisfactorily predicts the low-frequency variation of top plate mobility and the SPL. We
thus take it for proven that the first two resonances of
the guitar are the result of the interacting top plate and

that T_ and ¾, can be found and hence Q_ and

Helmholtz

which is independent of losses. The sound pressure at

the resonances
f_ andf, dependsonV- andv, andon the

factorFA/(Rm•)[Eq.(11)]. Thisfactoris substituted

Quality factors were evaluated after this method on

nine guitars, four of whichwere madeby luthiers of
international reputation. On two guitars, Q, could not
be determined

due to the closeness of the second top

plate resonanceto f,. The values foundwere Q,=24.3
+5.6 (15.5to 34.8) and Q_=16.5+6.7 (6.5 to 29). The
better guitars had highest values of Q_.
The damping coefficients at f, and f_ are linear com-

resonances.

The same conclusion was qual-

itatively
reached
byMeyer
4andby,•gren.
9 Some
of
the components of the model developed here is also
found in the work of Firth • and of Caldersmith.

7 In this

work we have e•tablished a quantitative description of
guitar function at low frequencies in which all param-

eters, with the exception of losses, can be derived directly from measurements of the frequencies of the two
first

resonances

the literature,

and of the Helmholtz

resonance.

In

it is very common that the first reso-

binations of the damping coefficients at f• and f•, ac-

nance, the "air resonance," is called the Helmholtz

cording to Eqs. (10). These relations can be used to

resonance.

find Q• andQ,. The generalresult is, basedon five

nance lies

guitars, that Q• i• •lightly lc• than Q, and tha•
usually larger than Q_. The highest value for Q_ is

SPL ,qpuc[rum and can bo oaaily determined
surements of the top plate velocity.

48.

the two first

the Helmholtz

reso-

resonances

in the

from mea-

We have in the derivation of the model assumed a rigid

It is interesting that even in the extreme case of
negligible losses in the Helmholtz resonator the losses
765

This is not correct,
in between
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bottom plate. If this is not the case, one should instead

considera systemof three coupledoscillators. Meyera
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has given a detailed technical description of this system. The effect of an oscillating bottom plate is to

It is apparent
fromEqs.(1li and(6c),thatthefre-

quency dependence of the SPL is completely determined
lower f_ and f. and to split f. in two resonances. This
by the first two resonances at f. and f,. One can read
effect diminishes with increasing bottom plate frequency ß these frequencies directly off the SPL spectra without
until finally the splitting off, cannot be seen. The efperforming mobility measurements. However, if f• is
fect of the bottom can be seen in Fig. 1 in the SPL specdetermined from mobility measurement• we have shown
trum as an additional
resonance
around 230-40
Hz. This
that considerable insight can be gained into the anatomy
guitar was mounted so that the bottom was free to osof the resonances and that valuable da[a, such as esticiliate. No effect of the bottom is seen in Fig. 4, where
mates of equivalent piston area and top plate mass can
be obtained.
oscillations of the bottom plate were heavily damped.
The fact that the very simple model estimates the absolute mobility level to within 2-4 dB and the absolute
sound pressure level even better, is an additional merit
of the model which allows estimation of equivalent piston

area. The values at equivalent piston area are 50%-60%
of the top plate area in the lower bout of the guitar.
This figure compares well with the results of Caldersmith ? who measured the displacement of the top plate
and found a mean displacement equal to 52% of the
maximum displacement at the center of the bridge.
The coupling between the first top plate mode and the
Helmholtz

resonance should be found in other string

instruments as, for instance, the violin family although
one cannot without measurement know the importance of

Finally, it should'not
be forgottenthat actualinstruments are excited by strings and not by constant-force
transducers. The force on the bridge from a plucked
string has a large number of harmonic components of
!eve! com?_r•_b!e to the funclements!. Under normal
playing conditions the force level is almost constant up
to the third to sixth harmonic component, depending on
where the string is plucked. Therefore it should not be
forgotten that the sound from a guitar in the low-fre-

quency range is greatly influenced by resonances of the
top plate at higher irequencies.
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